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I. House Improvements

- The food area now has new ceramic tile flooring.

- The pool table has been repaired, allowing the great sport of Balls to be
played with as much gusto as it requires.

- The green house has also been fixed so that it is now functional and
vegetation is once again able to thrive.

II. Community Engagement

- We are hosting students and chaperones from the Project Rousseau
organization during their trip around Princeton.

- We have started donating leftover food to the Share My Meals
organization which passes on dinners to 4-6 homeless families a day.

- We have planned a trash-pickup day inviting the Princeton community
to join us with picking up any trash left along the side of the road. We
ended up getting other eating clubs involved with the promotion and
execution of the event.



- Starting in the summer, the house plans to open its doors to the
community at least once a week for yoga, led by a certified instructor.

III. Sustainability

- We continue to compost and recycle.

- We continue to serve Fourth Course, an aptly named fourth course of
the day at 10:30 PM, in which members reuse dinner leftovers to cook a
new meal. The practice significantly reduces Terrace’s daily food waste.

- We continue to serve beverages exclusively in washable tumblers on
open nights, producing zero plastic waste by the end of each night.

- We recently started piloting the sale of new reusable Tumblers that
members can buy in order to replace using the throw-away coffee
to-go cups.

- The Greenhouse being fixed has allowed for us to eat our own freshly
grown herbs and vegetables.

- Any leftover food from dinner is donated to the Share My Meals
organization which then passes on the dinner to 16-24 homeless
people, or 4-6 families per day.

Terrace would like to offer many kind thanks to the Princeton Prospect
Foundation for all they have done and continue to do, and we would also like
to thank the reader for their time. We at Terrace hope to both follow in the
great footsteps of those who have served before us and to forge new paths
with love and generosity. It is a privilege to serve this incredible community.
For further information, please contact me at sckimmel@princeton.edu
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